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Hiroshima Prefecture 
 

Shinko Ind. Ltd.  (Hiroshima City) 
 Manufacturer of originally designed cargo oil pumps  
 

Toyo Koatsu Co., Ltd  (Hiroshima City) 
 Specialist of supercritical technologies winning high reliability by 
customers 
 

Mikasa Corporation  (Hiroshima City) 
 Sports ball maker with excellent rubber processing technologies 
 

Satake Corporation  (Higashi-Hiroshima City) 
 Dominator of the grain processing market in the world with advanced 
technologies  
 

Adtec Plasma Technology Co., ltd  (Fukuyama City) 
 Development of high frequency generators for semiconductor processing 
based on the deep study of plasma 
 

OHT Inc.  (Fukuyama City) 
 World-only maker of non-contact electric inspection machines applicable 
to various substrates 
 

Horkos Corporation  (Fukuyama City) 
 Manufacturer of dry machining devices that require minimum quantity 
lubrication 
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Rorze Corporation  (Fukuyama City) 
 Japan’s No.1 maker of wafer transfer units for semiconductor processing, 
also the third-biggest in the global market 
 

Hirobo Limited  (Fuchu City) 
 Change from a spinning factory into No.1 radioactive helicopter maker  
 

Hakuho-do Co., Ltd  (Aki Gun) 
 Worldwide acclaimed cosmetic brush utilizing traditional FUDE 
manufacturing techniques 
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Manufacturer of 
originally designed  

cargo oil pumps 
 

Shinko Ind. 
 Ltd. 

 
5-7-21 Ohzu, Minami-ku, 

Hiroshima City 
Hiroshima Prefecture 

 
Founded in 1938 

Tel +81-82-508-1000 
 

http://www.shinkohir.co.jp/index
.htm

Kazuso Tsutsui 
President 

Shinko has dealt various products from casting to pumps and turbines by its integrate 
manufacturing system based on advanced technologies, following up with its complete 
after services. Cargo oil pumps made by Shinko occupies 85% of the global market. 

From a munitions workshop into a manufacturer of pumps and steam turbines 
 

Founded in 1938 as an alloy casting shop, Shinko had provided valves and pumps to the Kure Naval Arsenal 
during the Second World War. After the war, Shinko started manufacturing its original pumps, then focusing on the 
increasing oil demands they have manufactured steam turbine driven cargo oil pumps for the oil tankers.  
 
Shinko’s compound products have been highly acclaimed by shipowners and shipbuilders 
throughout Japan. 
 

There used to be a complaint by shipbuilders about malfunctioning: it could happen when the makers of pump and 
the turbine, which are connected to the pump with the turbine via an intermediate shaft, are different. As a solution to 
the problem, Shinko succeeded in developing turbines in 1957 after trials and errors, thus it become possible to 
supply both the pumps and turbines. Its compound products make the improvement of reliability on cargo oil pump 
with turbines and have been highly acclaimed by shipowners and shipbuilders throughout Japan. 
 
Overwhelming brands in the world with excellent technologies and after services 
 

Shinko’s products have overwhelming dominated the global market: its cargo oil pumps with turbines for oil 
tanker and pump drive steam turbines have hold 85% market in the world. Shinko brands have been so popular not 
only because of its high qualities but also its complete afterservices: it has the customer support system with service 
offices in Japan as well as overseas including Amsterdam, Singapore and Bankok. Whenever its customer reports any 
trouble with pump, Shinko’s service engineer will immediately go and embark onboard where the concerned pump is 
used.  
Following is the pictures of Shinko’s oil pump and turbine for 300,000-ton tankers. 

Cargo Oil Pump: 5500m3h × 145m type C.O.Pump Turbine: 2590kW × 1070rpm type  
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Specialist of supercritical 
technologies winning high 

reliability by customers 

Toyo Koatsu 
Co., Ltd 

 
2-1-22 Kusunokicho, Nishiku, 

Hiroshima City 
Hiroshima Prefecture 

 
Established on 1981 
Tel +81-82-237-6255 

 
http://www.toyokoatsu.co.jp/

Kenjiro Noguchi 
President 

Supercritical technologies can be applied to measurement of dioxin concentration in 
supercritical water. As the more possibilities of supercritical technologies are recognized, 
Toyo Koatsu will have the more opportunities for new businesses. 

Specialist of supercritical technologies with 45% market in Japan 
 

High pressure (over 22.1MPa) and high temperature (over 37.4C) are essential to compose supercritical water, 
though it is impossible for most makers to provide the devices available for controlling such conditions. Toyo 
Koatsu, the specialist of supercritical technologies, has held 45% market in Japan: its products have been mainly 
used in universities and laboratories. 

Amazing supercritical world  
 

At high pressure and high temperature, liquid e.g. water becomes 
“supercritical,” with both features of liquid and solid. Similar to liquid, 
supercritical liquid is soluble to other substance, while it is more 
diffusible than gas. Because of its solubility, supercritical water is 
applicable to the composition/concentration measurement of dioxin, 
which is hardly dissolved in acid or alkali reactor. Supercritical water 
can be also used for flavor extraction from flowers and foods to make 
essence. 

Continuous business expansion to new fields 
 
Toyo Koatsu has vigorously pushed forward the standardization of 
its business, resulting in more efficient product designing and 
business operation. Additionally, Toyo Koatsu started serving 
supercritical analysis and extraction for small companies that are 
interested in the technologies. The services have won popularity by 
the companies that had hesitated about adopting supercritical 
devices with less know-how about the new technologies. Some of 
such small companies, with confidence in the effectiveness of 
supercritical technologies, have decided to introduce the device by 
themselves. 
With its device available for ultrahigh pressure to 100MPa, 
furthermore, Toyo Koatsu has started manufacturing foods and 
supplements in collaboration with other companies. Supercritical 
businesses have a huge possibility to expand in future. 
 
※ MPa = Megapascal: Cf. 1 barometrric pressure ≒ 0.1MPa 
100MPa is equivalent to the pressure around the Mariana Trench 
(depth of 10,000 meters). 

Supercritical Continuous Extraction Unit  
Fluid : CO2 
Design pressure : 40 MPa 
Design temperature : 500 C 

Supercritical water reactor 
 
It tests decomposition of various material 
reacting in supercritical water. 
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Sports ball maker with 
excellent rubber 

processing technologies 
 

Mikasa 
Corporation 

 
3-11-2 Kusunokicho, Nishiku, 

Hiroshima City 
Hiroshima Prefecture 

 
Established in 1917 
Tel +81-82-237-5145 

 
http://www.mikasasports.co.jp/

Taketoshi Saeki 
President 

Mikasa is the sole maker of official volleyballs for Olympic games in the world. 
It also manufactures other products e.g. bearings and rubber covered rollers with its 
acknowledged technologies in the world. 

Growing to a sports ball maker with rubber processing technologies 
 

It was the postwar days when Mikasa, which used to be a manufacturer of rubber boots, foresightedly started 
producing volleyballs, responding to sports promotion measures taken after the war. Thereafter, Mikasa has grown to 
a major maker of various sports balls including succor and basketball.  
 
The exclusive volleyball officially used in the Olympic games from Tokyo to Athens 
 

Mikasa brand is famous in the world, especially in the volleyball field. Mikasa’s volleyballs have been officially 
used in the Olympic games from 1964 in Tokyo to 2004 in Athens: it is a proof of Mikasa’s high-quality 
technologies. As the maker of world-best volleyballs for over 40 years, additionally, Mikasa has considerably 
contributed to the growth of the volleyball field in Japan.    
 
Top-level technologies for submerged bearings and rubber covered rollers 
 

Mikasa has also manufactured industrial rubber products including submerge bearings for ships and pumps, 
anticorrosive rubber covering on propeller shaft, and rubber covered rollers for iron/paper production. Mikasa’s 
submerge bearings have been used for various types of ship e.g. large-size ferries, warships, patrol boats and fishing 
boats, also serving for pumps with various purposes e.g. for water cooling in nuclear/thermal power plants, water 
intake in water supply/sewage stations, and drainage for flood prevention. Mikasa’s most–advanced technologies 
have been utilized in its varied products. 

大型フェリーや海上保安庁巡視船の

“Exclusive Game Ball”  

official Ball of world Championships & World Cup 

Mikasa’s rubber covering on propeller shafts 
is adopted for large-size ferries, as well as 
patrol boats of the Japan Coast Guard. 
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Dominator of the grain 
processing market in the 

world with advanced 
technologies 

Satake 
Corporation 

 
2-30 Saijo Nishihonmachi, 
Higashi-Hiroshima City 

Hiroshima Prefecture 
 

Founded in 1896 
Tel +81-82-420-0001 

 
http://www.satake-japan.co.jp/

Toshiko Satake 
Chairperson 

Satake is the world-only company that provides its original products necessary to whole 
the rice milling processes from receiving harvested rice to shipping various rice products  
including polished rice and cooked rice.  
Satake’s unrivaled technologies have been developed for 110 years since its foundation. 
 

The first power-driven rice mill in Japan was developed by Satake in 1896. The first Ginjoshu (premium sake 
made from highly polished rice) in the world was brewed thanks to the rice milling machine for brewing developed 
by the founder of Satake. In the grain processing industry, Satake has been proud of the world-best technologies as a 
result of its R&D for 110 years. Satake is a great contributor to food cultures in the world, through its products for 
supplying three main staple foods for human being, that is, rice, wheat and corn. Satake, with local companies in 8 
countries, has exported its products to 140 countries.  
 
Continuous R&D for innovative technologies 
 

As a company of food processing machinery in general, Satake has been working on its task to make foods 
“secure, safe, tasty and healthful.” To accomplish the task, Satake has continuously developed new products 
including color sorter for impurity detection, DNA rice variety identification system, measuring unit of agrochemical 
residue, freshness checker, and management system of production history. As an expert in rice milling machinery, 
Satake has produced the rice mill “Magic Mill” for household use: Magic Mill has been popular as it is available for 
nutritious whole rice at home. In 2005, Satake opened the innovative R&D space “Crystal Laboratory” in the head 
office in Hiroshima, to accelerate the development of new products. 
 
Outward the “rice field” 
 

Satake has actively applied its products to different spheres. Its color sorter is introduced to an automobile maker 
as the new technology to “remove painted bumper chips for recycling”: its high-startup motors are also used for JR 
train cars and emergency generators for high-rise buildings. Aiming at eco-conserving agriculture, additionally, 
Satake has set about developing storages utilizing snow and ice, as well as composting equipment. 

Crystal Laboratory Color Sorter  
“New Magic Sorter” 

Household Rice Mill  
“Magic Mill” 
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Development of high 
frequency generators for 
semiconductor processing 
based on the deep study of 

plasma 

Adtec Plasma 
Technology Co., ltd 

 
5-6-10 Hikino cho,  

Fukuyama City 
Hiroshima Prefecture 

 
Established in 1985 
Tel +81-84-945-1359 

 
http://www.adtec-rf.com

Shuitsu Fujii 
President 

Adtec produces high frequency power supplies that generate and control plasma, which is 
used for deposition and etching on the surface of wafers and glass substrates in the 
manufacture of semiconductors and LCD panels. Its products have been supplied to 
semiconductor and LCD plants not only in Japan but also worldwide centering the U.S. 
and Asia.

Discovery of a big business opportunity in plasma through the maintenance of 
semiconductor fabrication plants(“fabs”) 
 

President Fujii started up this company in 1985 while he was working at a communication device manufacturer. 
From that time, while providing maintenance services for semiconductor “fabs”, he noticed the frequent failure of 
plasma generators, and grasped this as a major business opportunity. With his experience in youth as a dedicated 
radio amateur, he started studying plasma by himself to discover its intricacies. 
 
Rapid growth along with the development of the semiconductor industry 
 

In addition to solid, liquid and gas, plasma is the fourth material state where atomic nulceus and electrons are 
neither bonded nor stabilized: aurora is an example of plasma observed in the nature. In 1991, Adtec launched the 
development and marketing of its original high frequency plasma generators, which have a considerable influence on 
the quality of semiconductors and LCD panels.  
 As the semiconductor and LCD panel industries have grown, consequently, Adtec has also grown rapidly, 
becoming listed on Mothers (Market of the high-growth emerging stocks) in 2004. 
 
International R&D for further business expansion 
 

To concentrate on R&D, Adtec has commissioned its subsidiaries to manufacture the developed products. To 
enhance its business expansion over the world, Adtec has recruited approximately 1/5 of its employees from 
overseas, from Great Britain, Ireland, Taiwan, India and others. Adtec has been actively developing new businesses 
by applying its plasma technologies. In collaboration with the renowned Max Plank Gesellschaft, Adtec has been 
working on the development of medical devices, and succeeding in the development of a system for breaking down 
and detoxifying gases that contribute to global warming. 

High frequency plasma 
generators 

Micro Plaster Prototype  
(medical device using 

plasma) 

VAW Plasma Prototype 
System (for breaking down 

global warming gases) 
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World-only maker of 
non-contact electric 
inspection machines 
applicable to various 

substrates 

OHT Inc. 
 

1118-1 Nishichujo, Kannabecho, 
Fukuyama City 

Hiroshima Prefecture 
 

Established in 1994 
Tel +81-84-960-2120 

 
http://www.oht-inc.co.jp/

Shogo Ishioka 
President 

OHT has developed, manufactured and merchandized non-contact electric inspection 
machines applicable to various substrates, including LCD glass substrate, flexible printed 
board in cellular phone, and substrate for semiconductor package. 

Rapidly expanding business over the world, with the downsizing of digital devices 
 

When OHT was established, the market demands for non-contact electric inspection was not so big, as traditional 
inspection with pin-contacts had been still major. As the downsizing of digital devices has progressed, however, 
OHT’s non-contact electric inspection has attracted more attention in the market, because it is applicable for more 
delicate substrates with less thickness and finer wiring, e.g. flexible printed boards and substrates for semiconductor 
package. OHT has improved its business well enough to be listed in the Mothers (Market of the high-growth 
emerging stocks) in 2003. 
 
The Technology is a fruit of patents and know-how 
 

The core technology of non-contact electric inspection is its sensor completed by OHT’s tenacious efforts to meet 
customer demands: the technology is a fruit of patents and know-how achieved by the researches from scratch. The 
demand for non-contact inspection has been still increased, to apply to large-size glass substrates and substrates unfit 
to other types of inspection. On November 2004, President Ishioka received the Blue Ribbon Medal for his 
contribution to the business world as a founder of venture business. 

Incoming pin 

inspected 
substrate

inspected 
substrate

inspected 
substrate

feeder pin feeder pin 
sensor

sensorsensor

Traditional 
inspection 

One-side non-contact 
inspection: sensor 

Complete non-contact 
inspection: sensor 

Principle of OHT’s non-contact inspection Non-contact electric inspection machine 
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Manufacturer of dry 
machining devices that 

require minimum 
quantity lubrication 

Horkos 
Corporation 

 
2-24-20 Kusatocho,  

Fukuyama City 
Hiroshima Prefecture 

 
Established in 1940 
Tel +81-82-922-2600 

 
http://www.horkos.co.jp/

Masao Sugata 
President 

Horkos has developed MQL (Minimum Quantity Lubrication) system that improves 
machining speed ten times faster. 
Horkos’ MQL machining centers for automobiles, which are economical and eco-friendly, 
have been supplied to major automobile makers over the world, holding most share in the 
global market. 
From agricultural equipment to NC machine tool 
 

Horkos was established in 1940 as a manufacturer of agricultural equipment: it was 1960 the company changed its 
merchandize to NC machine tools. In 1981, Horkos started full-scale production of NC machine tools centering 
machining centers. 
 
Development of MQL (Minimum Quantity Lubrication) system unique in the world 
 

Horkos started researching “dry” machining in response to the request by a part manufacturer, one of its 
customers, to improve the working conditions of machining. Horkos’es engineers succeeded in developing the 
high-speed deep hole processing, which requires very little lubricant. A small quantity of vegetable oil is mixed with 
air just before it is poured into the “path” of main shaft: the oil is sprayed from the top of edge during processing. 
The system improves machining speed ten times faster, while 80% of lubricant can be cut: it is the economical and 
eco-friendly technology for longer life of the product, as well as more precision processing.  
 
No.1 maker of automobile part processing machine in the world 
 

Horkos’es inner shaft mixing is the technology unique in the world, awarded with Japanese, U.S. and Korean 
patents. In 1996, Horkos started full production of MQL machining center first in the world. Horkos’ MQL 
machining centers for automobiles, have been supplied to various cutomers over the world, including Japanese 
automobile makers and those overseas undertakers, as well as foreign automobile makers. To improve its sales force 
in the overseas market, Horkos has established its local companies one by one, in Thailand, the U.S. and France. 

Traditional machining  
(with water-soluble lubricant) 

MQL machining originally developed by 
Horkos 
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Japan’s No.1 maker of 
wafer transfer units for 

semiconductor processing, 
also the third-biggest in 

the global market 

Rorze 
Corporation 

 
1588-2 Aza-Michinoue, 

Kannabecho, Fukuyama City 
Hiroshima Prefecture 

 
Established in 1985 
Tel +81-84-960-0001 

 
http://www.rorze.com

Fumio Sakiya 
President 

Rorze has developed and manufactured sorter units and robots used to transfer silicon 
wafer in semiconductor processing, as well as glass substrates in LCD panel production. 

Development of dustfree sorter robots 
 

Rorze had developed the original automation system with its micro motor controller, then applied the technologies 
for the development of dustfree wafer sorter robots: the robots with no dust and less breakdown has been adopted by 
many semiconductor makers because of the high reliability. The success with the sorter robots pushed Rorze up into 
JASDAQ (Japanese Association of Securities Dealers Automated Quotations) in 1997. Rorze is Japan’s No.1 maker 
of wafer transfers including robot type, also the third-biggest in the global market. 
As the LCD industry has grown, Rorze has started manufacturing glass substrate sorter robots for LCD glass 
substrates, also successfully meeting the recent demand for large glass substrate sorting. 
 
Development of international business  
 

Rorze has been actively expanding its global business: Rorze’s local subsidiaries in the U.S., Korea and Taiwan 
have operated the development, manufacturing, marketing and services responding to local needs. In Vietnam, Rorze 
established its production base to divide labor in the considerably early stage of business. The production site in 
Vietnam, the supplier of standard products and parts in general use to the group companies of Rorze, was approved as 
the first high-technology business by the Vietnamese government. 

Wafer sorter robot 

Vacuum robot 
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Change from a spinning 
factory into No.1 

radioactive helicopter 
maker 

Hirobo 
Limited 

 
530-214 Motoyamacho,  

Fuchu City 
Hiroshima Prefecture 

 
Established in 1949 
Tel +81-847-41-6780 

 
http://www.hirobo.co.jp/

Keitaro Matsusaka 
President 

Having changed its business from spinning to plastics, models and electrical machines, 
Hirobo has become No.1 maker of radioactive helicopters with 40% of the world market, 
utilizing its unique R&D. 

Dicision by the young president 
 

Hirobo was established as a spinning company in 1949. In 1979 when the current president Keitaro Matsusaka 
took office at the age 33, the electrical equipment department was set up to start manufacturing of plastic containers 
and earth leakage breakers as subcontractor. By the young president’s decision, Hirobo’s business has  rapidly 
changed.  
 
Be the world best, even in a small market 
 

As the leader of a small company, President Matsusaka considered that the only way for the company to survive 
was to become the world best, even in a small field. That is why Hirobo tried to develop radioactive helicopters 
which seemed so hard to produce that there were only two makers in Japan at the time. After trials and errors, Hirobo 
came to merchandize attractive products from ultra-prestigious models to inexpensive finished kits for beginners, 
based on its good planning. As President had intended, Hirobo has become the world-best in manufacturing 
radio-controlled helicopters. 
 
Application of technologies for various purposes, from pleasure to business 
 

By actively improving its technologies, Hirobo has been developing various types of helicopter from pleasure to 
industry uses. The newly developed products include small helicopter for agrochemical spraying (in collaboration 
with a major bike maker), auto-control radioactive helicopter (expected to be used for powerline patrol and 
inspection by the power supplier, as well as the patrol for disaster prevention), and automated helicopter to remove 
mines in Cambodia. 

Auto-controlled helicopter

camera

image transmitter agricultural auto-control helicopter
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Worldwide acclaimed 
cosmetic brush utilizing 

traditional FUDE 
manufacturing techniques

Hakuho-do  
Co., Ltd 

 
7062 Kumanocho, Aki Gun 

Hiroshima Prefecture 
 

Established in 1974 
Tel +81-82-854-1425 

 
http://www.hakuho-do.co.jp/

Kazuo Takamoto 
President 

Hakuhodo’s “Cosmetic FUDE (brush)” is newly developed in application of traditional 
manufacturing techniques for Japanese calligraphy brush. Appraised by cosmetic makers 
including big names in the world, Hakuho-do has held 60% share in the global market. 

Application of hereditary FUDE manufacturing techniques for cosmetic brush  
 

To improve cosmetic brush, which used to be a bundle of piles whose top is simply cutoff, Hakuho-do had noticed 
traditional Japanese FUDE manufacturing with 200-year history as a model to learn. Unlike existing cosmetic brush 
just available for flat daub, traditional FUDE has features that are required to cosmetic brush, e.g. delicate tip, 
flexibility and solid core. By applying know-how of FUDE manufacturing, Hakuho-do succeeded in developing 
Cosmetic FUDE, the easy-to handle and functional brush with excellent quality.  
 
Good for naturally beautiful make-up 
 

By repeating sample making and its monitor surveys, the engineers of Hakuho-do have found what is key for 
developing cosmetic brush with FUDE’s features. That is, the types and combination of pile determine the functions 
of brush, and consistency of tip is important for soft touch to the skin. Innovative cosmetic FUDE, which solves the 
problems of cosmetic brush e.g. uneven finishing and difficulties in gradation control, is developed with traditional 
manufacturing technologies that Hakuho-do has built up in many years. 
 
Steps for establishing Hakuho-do brands, beyond just a supplier to major cosmetic maker 
 

While supplying OEM products to world-famous cosmetic makers, Hakuho-do has gradually cultivated its original 
brands through direct and internet retailing. The number of regular customers of Hakuho-do brands has been 
increased not only in Japan but also the U.S. and Europe. Approximately 60% of prestigious cosmetic brush in the 
name of popular brands sold in department stores, including OEM products, is made by Hakuho-do. Additionally, 
Hakuho-do received the Premier Award at the first MONODZUKURI Japan Awards. 
 


